
ITEMIZED PRINCIPLES 

• Only materials that nonnally are available in academic institutions, for use by all qual
ified scholars, are indicated. 

• Rather than rely on catalogs, which often are out of date or erroneous, I have tried to 
actually see every item or collection listed and give descriptions based solely on the 
physical items I have looked at myself. For items I have not seen, bibliogmphic infor
mation and current locations are given only on the basis of recent, reliable infonnation. 
The latter cases are marked with asterisks (*). 

• Though some of the Chinese items cited were printed in abbreviated characters, to 
reduce the complexities of production, all Chinese items in this guide are cited using 
unabbreviated characters. 

• This annotated bibliography discusses many kinds of works-as coded, principal 
entries, subsidiarily, or in other contexts. Bibliogmphical description of works dis
cussed is given in text. Writings about those works, from which I have drawn knowl
edge, are indicated in short-reference fonn. For full citations of the latter, see "Part 
Two References," the three sub-categories of which roughly correspond to the upper 
(author/compiler), middle (edition/s), and lower (annotation and bibliographical ref
erence) parts of each principal entry. 

• The general fonn of most entries, excepting those for archival materials, is as follows: 

Title [Alternate title(s), ifany]. 
Author or primary compiler, ifknown: Biographical references, 

ifavailable. 
Editor or secondary compiler, if any. 
Infonnation regarding place, agent, or date of publication. 
If there is more than one notable copy, edition, or version, then: 

(a) Manuscripts. 
(b) Editions. 
(c) Reprints. 

Annotations. 
Bibliographical references, and whether the work was prohibited. 

• When the number of juan ~ in a work is the same in all listed manuscripts or editions, 
then that number is given directly after the title. When the numbers of juan vary, then 
those numbers are given preceding infonnation on the manuscript or edition to which 
they respectively pertain. When the item is not divided into juan (~:fr~), then no 
juan number is given. 
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• 	 Many works have been known by. or have been circulated or published under. titles 
other than the one chosen as the entry title. Such alternate titles are given in brackets 
following the entry title, along with the ordinal letters (a, b, c, etc.) of the corre
sponding manuscripts or editions cited. Absence of such a letter usually means that 
the manuscript or edition with that alternate title apparently no longer is extant or at 
least has not been seen by me. 

• 	 Brackets also are used around titles assigned to untitled works by librarians or bibli
ographers. 

• 	 The sobriquets of authors are given, in brackets following the formal name, only when 
knowing a particular sobriquet might be important or especially useful to bibliograph
ical inquiry on the work listed. 

• 	 Many Manchu figures in the seventeenth century did not have fixed Chinese-script 
names, and the ways in which their names appear in Chinese records vary. So their 
names herein are romanized according to the standard orthography for Manchu, and 
no characters are given. From the eighteenth century onward, however, prominent 
Manchus all had fixed Chinese-script names, and most of them used the first and sub
sequent characters of those names in the Chinese manner as surname and given name. 
In such cases, standard Chinese romanization is used, and the characters are provided. 

• 	 Since all works listed in categories I and II are contemporaneous sources of seven
teenth-century history, it has seemed superfluous to give the dates of authors' life
spans. One can assume that all are seventeenth-century figures. The dates or active 
periods of later compilers or editors are given only when their generational relation to 
the author or original compiler is not apparent. In part one, also, birth and death dates 
are given only in cases in which the figure's period of activity would not otherwise be 
clear. 

• 	 Biographical references have been selected for their relative availability, completeness, 
and quality, as well as their contribution to understanding the subject's life circum
stances in relation to the particular historical writing under consideration. Thus, good 
biographies that concentrate on other aspects of an author's life or oeuvre might not be 
cited. 

• 	 Because of the high degree of recurrence and homophony in Chinese and Korean sur
names, usually the full names of Chinese and Korean authors are given in short refer
ences. Only the surname is given for Japanese and Western authors. 

• 	 When an item of biographical or bibliographical reference subsumes or supersedes an 
earlier one, the earlier is not given. 

• 	 Since place and publisher usually are not indicated in Ming- or Qing-period books, 
rather than litter the entries with "s.1.'s" or "n.p.'s," those abbreviations usually are 
omitted. Information that is available about the publication or completion of a work
often only a studio name or preface date-is given on the lines where standard publi
cation information normally would appear. 

• 	 To reduce complexity and confusion, the city of Beijing JtB: is always written as 
"Beijing" (except in proper names or book titles), despite its formal designation Bei
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ping :it~ during the period of Nationalist rule in the twentieth century. Likewise, 
Nanjing i¥i* always is indicated thusly, despite its designation "Jiangning" iI$ 
during most of the Qing dynasty. 

• The Ming province of South Zhili i¥ilIfijjt was called Jiangnan iIi¥i by the Qing 
government from 1645 unti11667, when it was divided into the provinces of Anhui 
and Jiangsu. The large Ming province of Huguang ~. was divided into Hubei and 
Hunan in 1664. In this guide, I try to use the appropriate term for the appropriate 
period and avoid using Jiangnan, as in common parlance, to refer generally to the 
lower Yangzi region. 

• Manuscript copies of Ming- and Qing-period books are very numerous and often are 
quite faulty, broken, or partial replications. Consequently, manuscripts usually are 
cited only under the following circumstances: 

1. Only a manuscript survives 
2. There is only a manuscript to serve as a needed cross-check on the text of 

a printed edition-for instance, when a late-Ming manuscript preserves 
wording that is erased or altered in Qing-period manuscripts or imprints 

3. A certain manuscript carries valuable notations by a well-known specialist 

• Usually dates are given in the Chinese order of year, month, and day, the numbers 
being separated with slashes. Years are indicated sometimes by reign year (see "Glos
sary of Abbreviations. Reigns, and Romanized Terms" for reign titles). sometimes by 
the nearly corresponding Western year, and sometimes both ways, depending on what 
seems needed. In using Western year numbers. I have tried to take care concerning 
events that occurred in the latest or earliest months of the lunar year, when the Chinese 
and Western year designations do not correspond. In a few cases in which the names 
of Western months-such as September or May-are used, the Western calendar is 
meant. 

• In rendering official titles into English, I have flexibly followed either Charles O. 
Hucker. A Dictionary ofOfficial Titles in Imperial China (Stanford: Stanford up, 
1985) or H. S. Brunnert and V. V. Hagelstrom, rev. N. T. Kolessoff, trans. A. 
Beltchenko, Present Day Political Organization ofChina (rpt Taipei: Ch' eng Wen 
Publishing Co., [1910] 1971), making minor modifications as has seemed appro
priate for a period of flux like the Ming-Qing transition. 

• Because italic script is used a great deal in this monograph for book titles. and because 
the profuse Chinese characters also appear feathery in print, my practice has been to in
dicate foreign language (mostly Chinese) terms by italicizing a word only upon its first 
occurrence in a chapter, in hopes of relieving the reader's eye. For the most commonly 
used but nonstandard terms, see the following glossary. 


